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First: Recommendations

Encouraging and supporting serious media initiatives that aim at improving the content
supported with facts and precise information.
Stimulating media institutions to keep up with the accelerating developments in media
technologies.

Advising media leaders not to limit their thinking to mere reducing expenses and cutting down
on staff; instead they’d better think of creating new sources of income, promoting institutional 
loyalty by the work team, and giving the opportunity to the work team so that they will be part
of the institution’s future project by being partners of development.

Establishing alliances by the media institutions with the new media patterns to enhance
their position and assist them in the development of their content.

Activating the intellectual property rights to challenge plagiarism of media content.



Digital revolution refers to the overall scientific achievements
including practical applications used to shift from the
traditional to the digital system. This includes, for instance, the
computer systems, the Internet, mobile phones, satellite
channels, interactive T.V. and digital appliances, etc.

Future of Organizations
During Digital Revolution

Among the benefits of digital revolution in media is that it made
the mass media, particularly the modern ones, more impactful
than any other communication means throughout human
history. This is attributed to many factors, including they
helped the mass media spread so that knowledge has become
accessible to all classes of society. Besides, it made it possible
to overcome the concept of “place” through flexible and quick
movement. It also made it possible to overcome the concept of
“time” through recoding and saving information, and the ability
to express and transfer large quantities of ideas and feelings.

Mass media assumed a variety of functions during the digital
revolution, including: Direction and formation of positions and
trends; increasing the levels of culture and information,
developing interpersonal relations, increasing social cohesion,
entertainment, recreation, and announcement and
advertisement. Through its modern means and various
programs, media have become an effective means in the
formation of public opinion through the conceptions, ideas and
principles they emit which they create an intended change in
the target society.helped the mass media spread so that
knowledge has become accessible to all classes of society.
Besides, it made it possible to overcome the concept of “place”
through flexible and quick movement. It also made it possible
to overcome the concept of “time” through recoding and
saving information, and the ability to express and transfer large
quantities of ideas and feelings.

Some challenges facing media
within this framework:

The first challenge facing media
institutions during the digital revolution
is not only technology. Instead, the true
challenge lies in the absence of
leadership that has the vision and
initiative, which makes these
institutions face an uncertain future.
Back to the technology challenge, it is
one of threats that has to be addressed.
For instance, the British Guardian
Newspaper, which had incurred losses
over three years that tallied £57 million
per annum, devised a road map through
having a new leadership with a different
vision that transformed the newspaper
from the traditional to the digital format.
It also added some e-services, which
led to recovering its losses and
achieving profits in 2018 estimated at
£800 thousand.

This confirms that changing the way of
thinking, the vision and leadership
approach can create a profitable media
institution.

In brief: The leadership’s role in media
institutions is how to make change and
draw a map for future development.



On the other side, the media leaders shall not limit their thinking to reducing
the expenses or cut down on the number of staff; this approach of thinking
contributes to terminating the media institution.

The right way of thinking in this regard includes

Creating new 
channels of income for

 the media institution

Giving the opportunity 
for the work team to part 
of the project of the future

institution as partners
 of the concept

Enhancing
the work team’s loyalty
 to the media institution

The cap of the freedom of expression is fundamental for developing the media content provided by
the concerned institutions, without which there will not be a good content.

For the development of media institutions, it is necessary to benefit from successful experiences
worldwide and not to downsize the press content whenever it is complete.

It will also be necessary to develop the legislative and organizational structure through which media
is operating, alongside encouraging and giving the opportunity for the development of media
industry to keep up with the future requirements.



Third: News reliability and how they are
circulated on the social media platforms

In 2017 Collins Dictionary made “Fake News” the word
of the year because it scored a high usage rate by
365% per annum compared to the preceding year.

Fake News is a type of yellow press or campaign that
uses misleading or false information that are spread
across the traditional media or modern digital media.

False News are considered a critical challenge
today and in the future as well. The term covers
all news that are not verified before release. This
is contrary to the case prevalent in the traditional
media that is characterized by verification of
news and information before release.

Social media platforms today makes it possible to
post and publicize various materials intensively
without meeting the condition of reliability;
publication has become available to all people in
a manner that may lead to misuse.

Accessible technology and artificial intelligence
techniques made it possible to publish fake news
on a large scale.

It is currently noticeable that fake news
are produced and circulated to mislead and
cause harm to an agency, entity, or a certain
individual, and they are used for material,
political or other gains.

Sensationalist, dishonest or false news are
often used to increase the number of
followers, which would lead to increasing
returns on advertisements.



According to findings of some scholarly studies, there are several types of fake or
fraudulent news:

Wrong association:
When there is no relation

between the headings,
visual materials, or

illustrations.

Manipulated content:
This holds when true

information and mages
are manipulated for

deception.

Misleading content: 
It involves the use of

misleading information to
target an issue or an

individual.

False content: 
The content will be 100%

false and it is
designed for deception

and causing harm.

Usurped context: When
real sources are usurped

by using 
fake and contrived

sources.

Wrong context:
 When sharing
 a real content 

in a context.

Defamation or mockery:
When there is no intention to

cause harm but there is
liability to deceive.

Within this framework, traditional media men have to proceed with publishing true
information. Their role is to publish the truth, not lies. Their goal is to provide media
services  to the audience on the basis of credibility, alongside their traditional media
roles. 
Their mission has become to include discovering the facts and  differentiating them
from mistaken news and information across various social media platforms. 
Acknowledging that the process of documentation and verification is a very 
hard task across social media platforms, the spread of false or unverified news 
has served the traditional media means. For instance, the Guardian, 
the New York Times and the Washington Post journals have benefitted from 
the hiking subscriptions and distributions. This is because the audience have 
turned to searching for a credible reference, and then reverted to the
brands that enjoy credibility.

Overall, this indicates that the strong and established media institutions that have
platforms with a good content will take an advanced position in the future. In
this case, the logic of market economies will hold true where the good
commodity expels the bad one. However, the audience will need time until it
realizes that social media is a platform that originally started for social
communication, not as a media platform, though their usage has turned them into
a media platform.



Fourth: T.V. media & Talk-shows: Expected scenarios

Talk-shows have a key role in T.V. media, whether
they are recreational, political, social or
educational, which is determined by the nature of
the T.V. channel itself.
Public engagement is achieved through programs
that present their views and suggestions.
Therefore, talk-shows become one form of
programs that achieve the targets of T.V. media.
T.V. programs also have a key role in illustrating
the trends of the satellite T.V. channels, mainly
following the massive development witnessed by
the communication means through satellite
transmission, which helped human and
civilizational approximation among peoples of the
earth. This led to the flourishment of talk-shows
and the moderators can host more than one figure,
regardless of the place limitation, and can involve
many figures from different countries around the
globe in one program, through satellites. This
enabled the audience to receive information and
know about the views from their original sources in
live transmissions.

Current indicators tell us that the
prospective transformation that will take
place in the future is that there will be a
partnership between the audience and the
T.V. content producer. 
Within this framework, there are expected
scenarios, mainly:

First scenario: A universal platform where
the viewers select whatever that suits them.
Watching a certain T.V. channel or a certain
presenter will never be acceptable, the
reference will be the viewers’
preferences.Within this framework, there
are expected scenarios, mainly:

Second scenario: The content shall prevail.
As far as the content is good and attractive,
the desire
by the audience to watch, save and support
will be increasing.

Third scenario: The human presenter will
disappear and they will replaced by robots,
or otherwise they may contribute through
other means that fit modern technologies.

Fourth scenario: Variation in the sense of
establishing new channels or very
professional platforms to attract certain
types of viewers.



In order for the traditional T.V. institutions to keep up with the accelerating developments, they have to:

Activate the intellectual property
rights to counter theft of media content, and

impose large and deterring
financial penalties to protect those who

produce significant content against
those who produce trivial or copy from others

with little modifications or
without any modifications.

Establish alliances with the new
media patterns to enhance their positions and

develop their content.

It is expected that the T.V. talk-shows would not simply vanish, because they reflect a
natural instinct. People love to watch talk-shows involving celebrities and
significant figures with impact in society.

But what happens is that some change will take
place as the T.V. talk-shows are not going to keep
up running the same way. Today, the one who
controls content is the producer.
What will happen in the future is that the audience
will control the content.
In other words, the talk-show will reflect what the
receiver is willing to ask.
The ability to access that content will help the
media succeed through achieving an eloquent
talk-show. 
What is needed then  is that the talk-show does
not have to be selective or isolated from the
people and their questions. Moreover, what will
happen in the future is that artificial intelligence will
help the content producer understand the people,
what they want and what interests them.
This will help that the talk-show express all these
needs.

In return there are some views stating that
giving up to the audience weakens the
content and
its quality, but the good content will be prevail. 
Then, every media man has to fight for the
quality content, and shall not give up to
people’s demands or temporary wish that will
not last for long.
Another trend sees that the role of media is to
stand for the people, mainly the simpletons.
Though they are numerous, still their voice is
not heard and it is necessary to stand for
them.



Fifth: Media education in the future

Media education has become required to
prepare and graduate quality students who are
characterized by continuing  learning and
training; a gap has emerged between the
various media departments and media
institutions. There is a gap due to lacking
strategic mechanisms governing cooperation
among all parties of the media industry. 
This will not be realized unless there is an
academic system that has the requirements of
total quality in the educational process. This
requires consistent reconsideration to all
aspects of media education according to the
accelerating technological developments in the
information, media and ommunication
revolution.

Media education in the future is one of the
themes covered by the discussion on Media
in the Future at Asbar International Forum
2018. This was based on the understanding
that technology,
regardless the level of advancements, is not
going to make distinguished media.
The need will always be present for having
media cadres who can serve the nation. It is
also necessary for media education to
balance between the conceptual and applied
sides, not to mention the urgent need for
extending the bridges of cooperation
between the government and private
institutions to ensure effective partnership in
the development of media education
according to realistic standards that reflect
the content of curricula and quality end-
products.



Sixth: Press in the future

Nowadays the competition is not only
among printed newspapers. The advent of technological
development in information and communication technologies has
changed the map of competition
in the press industry which started to take two major forms:  Printed
and electronic newspapers.  
 
This new form of press gained a significant value since its
emergence at the beginning of the 90s of the 20th century. The
value of the electronic press increased over time and its followers
doubled. The majority of press institutions, at the international and
Arab levels, started to have their
own websites for their printed publications. Some institutions
limited their production to the e-formats without having printed
counterparts. 
 
The first production of an e-newspaper format worldwide dates
back to 1993 when the US San Jose Mercury newspaper published
its e-version, followed by the release of the e-format of the British
Daily Telegraph and The Times in 1994. In the Arab world, the first e-
version of Al-Sharq Al-Awsat newspaper was published thirteen
years ago in London, an event that coincided with the publication of
the Lebanese Al-Nahar e-newspaper.

A frequently asked question during this period: Is press going to
disappear in the future? The belief is that it
won’t. Within this context, it is confirmed that regardless of
continuing technological development and social media platforms,
the traditional press industry won’t disappear. 
It is a source for awareness, and we don’t have to
submit or give up to people whom we don’t know or have an idea
about their credibility.
Such persons write on social media platforms, and the traditional
press sometimes receive what they write and believe in it. 
They publish their production which destroys the career.



Value of Data

Seventh: Future of press data in the Arab media

Press data is a shortcut for “press database” or “press that depends on data”.
The journalists find their news stories or add new dimensions to them among
the databases.
There is common space between the press data and investigative one since
they both depend on deep research processes. They also develop the data
visually, and they require close cooperation between the journalists of the
digital field to find the best way to present the data.

Handle data flowSave the journalist institution

The reader changes See underlying things A new form of the
 journalist story

Save 
time

According to Simon Rogers, data editor with
Google news lab, only a decade ago, there was
a number of data journalists, but today the
research is showing a drastic change. 
Despite the challenges, the press data became
more spread in 2017 than ever during its history. 
The news rooms started to produce
unbelievable works that helped explain the
world around us.
As for the requirements of transformation so
that the traditional journalist will
become a data journalist, they are represented
by enjoying the skills of journalism, design talent
and coding
acuity through the eight steps below: 
 

 
1. Develop a large-scale knowledge
base. 
2. Write all the time. 
3. Learn (some) programming languages. 
4. Discover the path of press data. 
5. Create the toolkit you need. 
6. Start establishing your network. 
7. Continue your education. 
8. Pursue through practice.



Some precursors of press data appeared in the
Arab world in 2016 through the Iraqi journalist
“Amr Aleraqi”. He is the founder of the first
specialized website in press data, and he
published more than 300 data-supported
journalist stories. 
Press data used to appear recurrently during
conferences and in academic journals as of the
second half of 2010. 
The Info Times website of Amr Aleraqi is the
most famous in the Middle East.
The website published more than 300 graphics,
29 interactive graphics, and 25
videos in 16 disciplines in public life and science. 
This website has a special section which makes
it possible for data designers and
journalists to publish their own subjects,
whether in infographic formats or in
interactive files and maps.

This type of press is not fully present in the Arab
press, and does not meet the
expectations. We do rarely hear about an Arab
media institution that invests in
press data, whether as materials that suit
journal stories or training for media men. 
Even though this type of press has been
witnessing an accelerating rate of use in rooms
of global news, still in the Gulf region there are
no experiences on press data. 
Abaad e-newspaper(www.abaadnews.com) is
considered the first at the Gulf level
using press data and artificial intelligence. It
started its pursuit on May 26th 2019 with
analyzing the data and artificial intelligence
applications to produce its content.



Source
verification

Content verification

Methods of data verification

Who is the
 publisher?

Publisher’s
 capacity

Nature of 
publisher

Source: Primary 
or secondary

Ask yourself the 
questions below:
 
 
Are date written 
correctly?

Is there conflict in
the data?

What is the method
 of data collection?

What formats do
 these data have?

It is important to 
standardize data in
terms of unit of 
numerical
 measurement and value
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